
HOW -MOTHER IS EDUCATED. 

Bv MRS. WALTERS . .

Mv only excuse for daring to spe8.k before so many mothers this. 
afternoon is, that I -have been mothering my own or other 
people's children for nearly 40 years, and therefore, perhaps; 
have had more problems to meet than usually falls to the lot of 
a mother, and that I am hoping there will be such a good dis�· 
cussion at the end of my paper that I �ay gather many fresh 
and helpful ideas for my work. 

If ever there is a time when we may talk freely about the 
deep things of life, it is when mothers are gathered together 
in council to help each other in the training of their -little ones; 
therefore, when I take as my foundation stone in the education 
of a. mother, a real, practical, hourly reliance on God, I know 
I will have your real sympathy, for deep down in every mother's 
heart is the memory of our feeling of unworthiness when ·we 
thought of the responsibility of training our _wee babies aright, 
and the unspoken earnest prayer that we should never be _ a 
hindrance to them on their way through life. Somehow with 
our· very own little one in our arms we seemed to understand 
as • we never had done in quite the same way hefore the pro
tecting love of the Father of all. 

I think we shall all agree that the three most important 
· les&>ns for a mother to learn are Unselfishness, Patience and

Love, and if these lessons are well and truly learnt and proc
tised, those that develop, from them, Tact, Justice and
Humility, are not hard to learn.

I -begin with unselfishness because I think �t really is the
first lesson a mother has to Learn. In the first joy o,f·our new •
delightful possession, especially if we have ,always been baby
lovers, how sorely we are tempted to ,nurse our baby off tb
sleep, pick him up directly he wakes, disturb him ''just for
once'' • to show his eyes, walk him .about when hie ought to be·
lying still "and vegetating, and generally develop a demon of
unrest that will take years to e-xorcise. Please do not think for

. -0ne moment that babies ,are not to he nursed and loved and 
-snuggled, for that would be to deprive both mother and child
• of one of the greatest and purest joys of life (a love that cati
never be expressed is a pathetic thing), but let it be done "at

. 
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